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Staff of the National Biodiversity Data Centre
Dr. Úna Fitzpatrick, Senior
Ecologist , was responsible
for the development of, and
oversees delivery of, the AllIreland Pollinator Plan 20152020, and is responsible for
the plant and vegetation work programmes of the
Data Centre. This includes management of the
National Vegetation Database and contributing to
development of the Irish Vegetation Classification
System.
Dr Liam Lysaght, Centre
Director, is responsible for
setting the strategic direction
of the Data Centre and overall
management of the operations
and work programme. He takes the lead on much of
the Data Centre’s citizen science engagement and
is responsible for building relations with partner
organisations. He also serves as Head of Delegation
for Ireland to the Global Biodiversity Information
Facility.
Dr Tomás Murray, Senior
Ecologist, deals with much
of the analysis, ecological
modelling and national
reporting work of the Data
Centre. His responsibilities include management of
the Butterfly and Bumblebee Monitoring Schemes,
and delivery of the National Biodiversity Indicators,
and providing advice on biodiversity survey design.
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Colette O’Flynn, Invasive
Species Officer, is responsible
for the Invasive Species work
programmes of the Data Centre.
She manages the National
Invasive Species Database,
provides coordination of invasive species data and
information, and contributes advice and policy
support at the national and European level.

Barry O’Neill, Data and
ICT Manager, is responsible
for the IT infrastructure and
database management
activities of the Data Centre.
He developed the Citizen
Science Data Portal and other online data capture
systems that are provided as shared services to
partner organisations.

Staff News –
new appointments
Juanita Browne, All-Ireland
Pollinator Plan Officer, is
responsible for engaging
with partner organisations
to assist implementation
of the All-Ireland Pollinator Plan and to promote
the conservation of Ireland’s pollinators. She also
contributes to communications activities of the Data
Centre.
.
Ben Malone, Administrative
and Engagement Officer,
is responsible for day-today office management
at the Centre. He also
has developed and is coordinating the Centre’s
engagement and outreach programme, including
organising the capacity-building recorder workshops.
Enya Cody, Intern, is the
latest recruit to the Data
Centre. Enya is on a shortterm Internship, working
on the National Vegetation
Database and assisting with the invasive species
work programme.

Director’s Comment

O

n October 5th, the
Minister for Culture,
Heritage a nd t he
Gaeltacht published
I r e l a n d ’s t h i r d Na t io n a l
Biodiversity Plan. This is a very
significant milestone for Ireland’s
biodiversity as it sets out the
Government’s plans for the conservation of biological
diversity up to 2021. The Plan identifies seven key objectives
over the lifetime of the plan: to mainstream biodiversity, to
strengthen the knowledge base, to
increase awareness and appreciation,
to conserve and restore biodiversity
in the wider countryside, to conserve
and restore biodiversity in the
marine environment, to improve and
expand management of protected
areas and species, and to strengthen international governance
for biodiversity. Under each of these objectives there are
a series of actions identified, 119 in all, and an associated
performance indicator, against which progress with delivery
can be measured.
A glance down the long list of actions sees that all the boxes
are ticked. New legislation, a ‘no net loss’ of biodiversity
commitment, increased capacity within local authorities
to deal with biodiversity, developing a Natural Capital
Asset Register, implementing the Climate Change Sectoral
Adaptation Plan, greening Origin Green, implementing
a mechanism for payment of ecosystem services, and
development of a National Biodiversity Finance Plan, and
this is just a selection of the actions under the first objective!
It is hard to disagree that this long list of actions is needed;
if they were implemented then the conservation of biological
diversity should be in a much better state than it is at the end of
2017. And from the perspective of the Data Centre, there are 24
actions to which we must contribute. We are pleased
that the national plan recognises the value of the
work we do in coordinating biological recording,
in supporting implementation of legislation on
invasive species, in implementation of.
.

. The National Biodiversity Plan 2017 –2021
.
the All-Ireland Pollinator Plan and supporting long-term
monitoring. And we are particularly excited by our plans
to begin work on mapping Key Biodiversity Areas and
Biologically Significant Marine Areas, with our partners.
This is the kind of added value analysis that is now possible
thanks to the huge amount of data that is available to the
Data Centre. Think of the value of having detailed maps
of Ireland and its marine waters that identify the most
important areas for biodiversity, using scientific criteria based
on empirical data? This will surely provide an important
additional policy tool to target conservation measures..

…the Plan is not accompanied by any budget
or real commitment to increase the amount
of spending to help biodiversity.
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A clear policy statement by the Government on the
conservation of biological diversity is very welcomed, and it
should serve as the rallying call around which the biodiversity
sector galvanises.  Yet what was notable about the publication
of the National Biodiversity Plan was how it was met with a
general lack of enthusiasm amongst the wider biodiversity
sector. One reason for this, perhaps, is that the publication of
a national plan alone is not sufficient to engender enthusiasm,
but must be accompanied by a general sense of drive and
energy to make individuals and organisations feel that this
is a new beginning. Sadly, there is little evidence that its
publication will radically alter the current trajectory of the
conservation of biological diversity efforts in Ireland. And to
use a nature metaphor, the elephant in the room is that the
Plan is not accompanied by any budget or real commitment
to increase the amount of spending to help biodiversity. This
is strange given that, by the Department’s own estimation,
biodiversity contributes a minimum of €2.6 billion each
year to the Irish economy through the ecosystem goods and
services it provides. From the perspective of the Data Centre
it will be difficult to assist the implementation of the National
Biodiversity Plan to the extent we feel we should, without
being adequately resourced to do so.
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Taxonomic composition
Top 20 species
with most records

More than one third (35%)
of all records contained
in the National Biodiversity
Database are of higher
plants, 29% birds, 18%
terrestrial and freshwater
invertebrates, 9% lower
plants (cryptogams),
6%
mammals, 2% marine
and estuarine invertebrate
s,
with fish, amphibians
and reptiles together
accounting for less than
1% of all records.

Higher plants
Birds
Invertebrate - terrestrial
& freshwater
Lower plants
Mammals
Others

Gannet - Morus bassanus
Grey seal - Halichoerus
grypus
Fulmar - Fulmarus glacialis
Badger - Meles meles
Guillemot - Uria aalge
Manx shearwater - Pufﬁ

35
29

nus pufﬁnus
Kittiwake - Rissa tridactyla

18

Blackbird - Turdus merula
Robin - Erithacus rubecula

9
6
3

Wren - Troglodytes troglodytes
Chaffinch - Fringilla coelebs
Magpie - Pica pica
Woodpigeon - Columba
palumbus
Speckled wood - Pararge
aegeria
Hooded crow - Corvus cornix
Jackdaw - Corvus monedula
Rook - Corvus frugilegus
Blue tit - Cyanistes caeruleus
Song thrush - Turdus philomelos
Starling - Sturnus vulgaris

Breakdown by taxonomic
group of the records in
the National Biodiversity
Database

No. of
records
55207
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49081
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39424
30846
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24931
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Reporting on progress…
Annual Review 2016
The National Biodiversity Data Centre published its Annual Review
in October 2017, providing an overview of the work of the Centre
during 2016, and highlighting some of the Data Centre’s achievements.
The highlights are presented as different case studies under the seven
strategic objectives identified by the Data Centre for the period 20132017. The report demonstrates the strategic value of the work of the Data
Centre, highlights the importance of building an evidence base on Ireland’s
biodiversity and how it is changing, and clearly demonstrates the added
value that can be derived from collection and management of biological
data. The full report can be downloaded from the Data Centre website at:.
http://www.biodiversityireland.ie/latest-news/
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Are Irish Crayfish on the brink of
extinction?
A f ter hundreds of dead white-clawed cray f ish
(Austropotamobius pallipes) were reported from the River
Bruskey in July 2015, the Crayfish plague (Aphanomyces astaci)
was confirmed. Crayfish plague was subsequently confirmed
from infected crayfish in the River Suir in May 2017; the River
Deel in June 2017; the River Lorrha in August 2017; and the
River Barrow in September 2017.
The implications of this disease are extremely concerning as
crayfish plague kills 100% of infected white-clawed crayfish.
If crayfish plague continues to spread and become established,
there is a high probability that the native white-clawed crayfish
will be eliminated from much of the island.
Either the disease was introduced accidentally on
contaminated equipment (e.g. wet fishing gear, waders,
clothing, canoes/kayaks, boats, etc.) used recently in affected
waters in the UK or elsewhere, or non-native crayfish species
have been illegally introduced to the area and have now passed
the disease to the native white-clawed crayfish. Genotyping
evidence from the infected crayfish suggests that plague has
arrived from outside Ireland at least three times and that there
may have been at least one transfer between catchments in
Ireland.
If the disease outbreak was accidentally introduced on
contaminated equipment then containment may be possible; but
if non-native crayfish have been introduced, the disease is likely
to become established, with severe and probably irreversible
ecological impacts on Ireland’s freshwater fauna and flora, if
not acted on immediately. To date, no non-native crayfish have
been seen in Irish waters.
In May 2017, an inter-agency response to the crayfish plague
outbreak recommended that a voluntary temporary ban on
moving water sports and angling equipment out of the infected

catchments commence immediately.
Water sports and angling equipment currently in
use in the infected catchments may continue to be used
there, but should not be transferred out of the catchment.
Activities should be limited to the river section where you
normally operate: avoid moving around the catchment
and follow biosecurity protocols - Check, Clean, Dry.  
The voluntary ban was reviewed in late September, with
the recommendation from all agencies that it remains in
place until January 31st, 2018.
The National Parks and Wildlife Service are
recommending that the voluntary ban should remain in place
until the next review. However, they stress that the most
important aspect of the voluntary ban is the absolute need
for biosecurity. ‘It is our strong recommendation that people
limit themselves both to the stretch of river they normally
operate within, and also to keep transfers from infected rivers
to the absolute minimum, i.e. such movements should only
occur where absolutely necessary and then, only after rigorous
adherence to the cleaning and disinfection protocols.’
Follow the ‘Check, Clean, Dry’ biosecurity measures to
PREVENT spreading the plague.
`` CHECK boats, equipment, clothing and footware for
plants and animals. Pay particular attention to areas that
are damp or hard to inspect.
`` CLEAN everything thoroughly. Use hot water over 65ºC
where possible. (e.g. use of nearby power washers at
service stations).
`` Thoroughly DRY everything for at least 48 hours. Crayfish
plague can live in wet or damp conditions for three weeks
and is not visible to the eye.
`` Disinfect: If thorough drying is not possible. DISINFECT
everything using Virkon Aquatic for 15 minutes, an
approved alternative or an iodine disinfectant (iodine
may stain). Items difficult to soak can be sprayed or wiped
down with disinfectant. Engine coolant water or residual
water in boats/kayaks should be drained and where
possible flushed out with disinfectant.
As the white-clawed crayfish is a protected species and as
Ireland has the most important population of this species
globally, efforts must be made to protect this species. By
undertaking biosecurity measures to prevent introduction and
spread of the plague, such actions will also prevent introduction
and spread of other invasive organisms. Let’s stop the spread
of invasive species and protect the rivers, wildlife and sports
we love.

Go to www.biodiversityireland.ie/crayfish-plague-2017/ to access:
`` Maps of crayfish plague outbreak areas
`` Additional biosecurity information
`` The full NPWS and Marine Institute October 2017 Information Note
`` Information on Crayfish plague
`` Identification guides for non-native crayfish
4

Please report sightings of any
dead/dying crayfish or sightings of
unusual crayfish that might be nonnative species (e.g. crayfish with
red claws, large size) http://records.
biodiversityireland.ie/record/invasives

Resources
Recorder finds a bumblebee
new to Ireland

Farmland: Actions to help pollinators
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To download the ‘Farmland: Actions to help pollinators’,
please visit www.pollinators.ie
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On September 20th, the All-Ireland Pollinator Plan’s new
‘Farmland: Actions to help pollinators’ guidelines were
launched by the Minister of State at the Department of
Agriculture, Food and the Marine Andrew Doyle TD, at
the National Ploughing Championships. These new guidelines offer evidencebased actions farmers can take to help protect bees, and the livelihoods of
farmers who rely on their invaluable pollination service.
‘Unfortunately, Irish pollinators are in decline, with one third of our 98 wild
bee species threatened with extinction,’ explained Dr Úna FitzPatrick. ‘In order
to produce the Farmland Guidelines, we worked with farming organisations
and went through an extensive consultation phase with farmers to come up
with straightforward, evidence-based actions to help our native bees.’
One of the main reasons for bee declines is hunger – there are simply not
enough wildflowers in our landscapes today to provide enough food for bees.
A lack of safe nest sites, pesticides, and climate change also negatively impact
bee survival.
Conserving pollinators also protects the livelihood of farmers and growers
who rely on their ‘free’ pollination service, which allows consumers to buy Irish
fruit and vegetables at an affordable price. Not only do pollinators contribute to
the Irish economy directly through crop pollination, they also contribute to our
landscape and our ‘green’ image that is so vital to marketing our agricultural
produce abroad. Some 78% of our wild plants benefit from insect pollination,
so without healthy populations of wild bees, the Irish landscape would be a
much different - less beautiful - place. This indirect value of pollinators to
branding Irish products and to our agricultural export business is enormous.
‘The All-Ireland Pollinator Plan is an exciting project. Yes, bees and other
pollinating insects are declining, but the good news is we know exactly what
we need to do to reverse these declines, and the required actions are very
doable and will show results almost immediately. In the coming years, we
are really looking forward to working with farmers to make small changes on
their land, which will have huge impacts for biodiversity in Ireland.’ – Juanita
Browne, All-Ireland Pollinator Plan Officer.
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The Data Centre is very excited that Ireland
is now the first country in Europe that will be
able to track the impact of this new bumblebee
because of data generated by the Bumblebee
Monitoring Scheme over the years prior to the
species’ arrival.  Long-term monitoring schemes,
such as the Bumblebee and Butterfly Monitoring
Schemes, are essential to track the impact of newly
arrived species on Ireland’s biodiversity.

Minister of State at the
Department of Agriculture,
Food and the Marine, Andrew Doyle
TD launching the Farmland Guidelines,
pictured with (from left) Úna Fitzpatrick,
Coordinator of the All-Ireland
Pollinator Plan; Gerry Ryan, President
of the Federation of Irish Beekeeper
Associations; and Prof. Jane Stout, Trinity
College Dublin and Deputy Chair of the
All-Ireland Pollinator Plan.

Imple

One of the most exciting records this year is the
arrival of a new bumblebee! The Tree Bumblebee
(Bombus hypnorum) was spotted in September in
Dublin by Michael O’Donnell. Arriving in southern
England from France in 2001, the Tree Bumblebee
has rapidly spread by over 50km per year across
Britain and has now crossed the Irish Sea. Michael,
an active member of the Wexford Naturalists’ Field
Club, works in Dublin and spotted the bee during
his lunch break!  
‘I’ve had an interest in insects all my life and
I’m involved with monitoring schemes with the
National Biodiversity Data Centre and Moths
Ireland, so I’m always paying attention to
what’s flying about. I regularly walk through St.
Stephen’s Green during my lunch breaks, checking
the flower borders for bumblebees, butterflies
and other insects. So when I saw an unfamiliar
bumblebee, I knew straight away it was something
different, and suspected it was a Tree Bumblebee.
I was aware of the significance of this sighting and
the importance of it being confirmed and properly
documented with the Data Centre.’
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Would you like to put your
local Wildlife on the map?
By using our new Citizen Science Portal, you can record your local
wildlife while contributing to the vital national biodiversity
database; help track changes over time; and inform decisionmaking and conservation management. We’d love to
encourage everyone to give it a try. Here, we meet some of the
recorders and citizen scientists around the country and find
out why they record.
Citizen Science and Me
– Pat Bell

I

Pat Bell

Pike Bridge

6

I started recording butterflies initially because I like the idea
of all our small contributions adding up to something much
larger. My counts feed into an Irish database, which in turn
builds into a bigger European picture.
My butterfly transect is the tow path of the Royal Canal from
Common Blue
Maynooth Harbour to Pike Bridge at Carton House, Co. Kildare.
I’ve come to know virtually every inch of it, and I love the way it
changes over the seasons. There is the hedge where I eagerly await
Small Copper
the first Holly Blues every spring; the bank of wild marjoram from
which the Common Blues have mysteriously disappeared, but which
still attracts many species throughout the summer; the
flowering ivy in autumn on which I keep an eye for Red
Admirals fuelling up for their long flight south.
It’s the unexpected sightings that often stick in the
memory the most though, such as the beautiful Small
Copper I spotted nectaring on ragwort this year. This
was only my fourth record of it on the transect and I have
no doubt it’s a memory that will remain with me through
the winter and longer. I also enjoy the wealth of other
wildlife along the
It’s the unexpected sightings canal, such as
Buzzards wheeling
that often stick in the
overhead , t he
memory the most
commotion created
by a hu nt i ng
Sparrowhawk, and
dragonflies such as
the stunning Emperor
which has appeared in
recent years.
In March 2015, I
was recovering from
a major operation
and wasn’t able to
My sketch map of my transect. All © Pat Bell
walk the full length
of my transect. But I persisted, getting a little further every day, and on April
6th I made it all the way to Pike Bridge for the first count of the year and was
rewarded with eight Small Tortoiseshells. I firmly believe that this has helped
me enormously with my rehabilitation, and continues to do so.

Ve r y q u i c k l y
I could see the
benefits. Firstly, I
was sure the record
I have early memories of my grandmother
wa s subm it ted .
Oonagh Batchen sitting with a bucket of plants
Then I could see
to one side of her armchair, an identification
how many species
book in hand, looking out over Dawros Bay
(mostly plants, birds
Head, doing her plant lists. Her lists are gone now,
and butterflies) I
and while all her observing over decades provided her
had seen, and in
This juvenile female Marsh Harrier was
with great interest, that body of knowledge is now lost.
which county. If
tagged in the nest in the Zeeland province
This is the first year I actually know how many
I wondered what
of the Netherlands in 2016. This summer,
she spent almost a month at Lough Boora,
different species I have identified and I would have
date I had seen
Co. Offaly, before moving on. © Dan Singer
had no idea if I had to guess. I can see from my tally
a barn owl near
on the National Biodiversity Data Centre’s recording
Rhode, straight
system, that to date, my 2017 total is 524 species.
away I could
The new online recording system launched this
find all the record details, so it is a super way of
year coincided with the Offaly Heritage Plan 2017-22,
contributing to the national database and also
which has an objective to promote recording with
for keeping your own records.
the National Biodiversity Data Centre, so as Heritage
Another advantage is, of course, you need to
Officer for Offaly, I spent some time getting familiar
be confident of identification before submitting
with it so I could answer queries..
data, so instead of thinking you
know a species, I found I paid far
more attention and looked a lot
closer at details and therefore
appreciated the species much
Amanda
more. The process of recording
Pedlow
also makes you very aware of the peaks
and troughs – of species arriving or
coming into flower.
In addition to contributing to the
national database and keeping your own
records, it is very handy to view other
records, particularly if you are visiting
an area with very different habitats from
those you are familiar with, so a list of
plant species for that 10km square can
be a useful reference point.
I was checking records one evening
when my 9-year-old spotted the
‘Recorder League’ tab.   He enjoys
anything with a competitive edge and
straight away was checking league
tables to see how many butterflies had
been recorded where we live, which
county had most records, and which
had least! He enjoys seeing the Top 10
Recorder League and it even motivated
One of Amanda’s regular records, a Yellowhammer sings by
him to start recording himself! The
the Grand Canal at Ballycommon, Co. Offaly. © Dan Singer.
Dan runs the Facebook page ‘Wild Offaly’.
league is a bit of fun, but it does remind
you that you are one of a group who
are all out recording.

Amanda Pedlow

I
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Patricia McAndrew

I

have always been fascinated by bees, their
importance in pollination and their vital role
in sustaining the planet’s ecosystems and food
chains. I am aware that Irish bees, crucial in the
pollination of our plants, trees and vegetables, are in
decline. This is because we’ve drastically reduced the
areas where they can nest and the amount of food our
countryside provides for them.
In 2015, Erris Beekeepers were formed and I became
a member and did a beekeeping course. I was also a
volunteer with Baile Slachtmhar Bheal an Mhuirthead
(Belmullet Tidy Towns). We were aware that local
communities could lead the way in driving a better
and more sustainable balance for pollinators, and
bringing more natural, flower-rich pockets back
into our landscape, so we created areas that were
pollinator friendly, i.e. leaving grass verges uncut,
created a wildflower meadow and planted butterfly
and bee-friendly plants, as well as contributing to
the All-Ireland
Pollinator Plan.
I n May, I
joined
the
Bumblebee
Monitoring
Scheme. Each
month since,
I have done
my ‘bee walk’,
recording
The Great Yellow Bumblebee,
t he number
Bombus distinguendus.
©Mary Mahony
and different
species I see.
At the end of
July there was a weekend event organised by the
National Biodiversity Data Centre searching for the
Great Yellow Bumblebee, along with other bees and
butterflies in and around the Mullet peninsula.
There was an introductory talk by Tomás Murray
on bumblebees and the ecology of the Great Yellow
Bumblebee. Later, there was a guided walk at Annagh
Marsh Reserve with Dave Suddaby. Over nine
different species of bees were found, observed and
recorded, and imagine our surprise when five of the
Great Yellow were found. So the long trip for many of
the 40 people who attended from all areas of Ireland
was worthwhile. It was wonderful to have found so
many bee species and see them thrive in this natural
landscape.
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Grass-of-Parnassus. © Mary Mahony

I am delighted to be involved,
and to make a contribution to the
Bumblebee Monitoring Scheme and
realise the importance of collating
this data to provide information on
our native bee species, their decline
and what needs to be done.

The species-rich grasslands at the Annagh Marsh
Reserve are a very important habitat for insects, in
particular for bumblebees. © Mary Mahony

Annual Recorders’
Field Meeting 2017

T

his year’s Annual Recorders’ Field Meeting visited Belmullet, Co. Mayo,
on July 29-30th. The Field Meeting was an opportunity for recorders
to network, learn from each other’s experiences and to keep abreast of
developments with the Data Centre’s Butterfly Monitoring Scheme and Bumblebee
Monitoring Schemes. This year’s meeting had a special focus of surveying for the Great
Yellow Bumblebee (Bombus distinguendus), as Belmullet is one of the last remaining
strongholds for this threatened species.

The great yellow
bumblebee, Bombus
distinguendus.
©Liam Lysaght

Armed with butterfly nets, the attendees set off to
explore the landscape at Annagh Marsh and see what
they could find. © Anthony Pickering
There was a great turnout for the
Annual Recorders’ Field Meeting in
Belmullet and the weekend was a
great success. In all, the Great Yellow
Bumblebee was found at five sites,
two of which were new sites for this
species. © Liam Lysaght

Tomás Murray, Ecologist with the Data Centre, giving everyone
detailed instructions on how to identify the Great Yellow
Bumblebee. © Liam Lysaght

Supporting citizen scientists
The National Biodiversity Data Centre provides a range of
online data management services and other supports that can
be used by citizen scientists to capture and manage their data.  
Our series of 144 identification workshops has provided training
to 2,155 participants, which builds capacity across the citizen
science sector.
The Annual Recorders’ Weekend provides detailed training
in monitoring techniques and species identification, as well
as delivering targeted recording of some of Ireland’s most
special habitats.
The Data Centre’s suite of identification swatches and guides
are resources provided to improve identification skills and are
tailored specifically to Ireland.   
Ireland’s Citizen Science Portal is a national online record
management system developed to support biodiversity
recording. So far in 2017, more than 2,500 citizen scientists

Examining the catch
© Liam Lysaght

have availed of this facility, and we predict that more than
70,000 records of more than 3,260 different species will have
been submitted through the Citizen Science Portal by the end
of the year.
All of the records captured by citizen scientists are published
to the Global Biodiversity Information Facility portal, meaning
that any records generated at the local level contribute directly
to the huge global biodiversity database managed by GBIF.
This database contains almost 1 billion biodiversity records
from across the globe.   
Whatever your level of experience, as long as you have an
interest in biodiversity you can get involved. Just start
recording what you see, or join us for one of our workshops
in 2018 to improve you recording skills and network with
other recorders. To find out more about our workshops,
recording schemes and our Citizen Science Portal, please see
www.biodiversityireland.ie
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The Global Biodiversity
Information Facility
Ireland playing its part in the global science
infrastructure recording the Earth’s biodiversity

O

ne of the global issues facing humanity is
to make biodiversity data and information accessible
species decline and species loss through
worldwide, providing sound scientific evidence to
extinction. Due to human impacts, the
underpin economic, social and sustainable development.
rate of extinction across the globe is about
This is what the Global Biodiversity Information Facility
1,000 times higher today than would occur without
(GBIF) provides. Initially proposed in 1999 by a group
the impact of human activity and
The key to tacking the global extinction crisis is
exploitation. The figures for threats
to biodiversity are frightening: one documenting the biodiversity that we have, expanding the
out of every eight bird species is
knowledge base around how it is changing, and building
threatened with extinction, one out
the evidence base around how to stop its decline.
of every four mammals, one out of
working under OECD (the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development), GBIF was formed in
2001 as an inter-governmental organisation to meet
these needs.
Since its establishment, the Global Biodiversity
Information Facility has grown to become a huge global
network of 54 participant countries and 36 international
organisations, all working together using common data
standards to promote the sharing of vast amounts of
information on where and when species have been
recorded. And all of these data are freely available
for anyone to see and use through GBIF’s data portal
Over 1.9 million records of Ireland’s biodiversity
www.gbif.org.  And the figures are impressive. At the
are published through GBIF. This includes
beginning of October 2017, the portal maps in excess
records from 725 different datasets published
of 850 million species records, of more than 1.6 million
from 31 different counties.
species, from 36,587 datasets, published by 1,116 different
publishers. And at the rate that the portal is growing,
every three amphibians, and six out of every seven turtle
it is likely that by the time this issue of Biodiversity
species. And this is not just an issue of concern in the
Ireland is printed, it will have exceeded the 1 billion
global biodiversity hotspots, for we know that of the
biodiversity records milestone, making GBIF a truly ‘big
species groups assessed in Ireland, between one fifth
data’ initiative. And with an operational budget of just
and one quarter are threatened with extinction here, too.
around €2 million a year, it is a mega-science initiative
This global extinction crisis is now well recognised and
operating with what is essentially a ‘micro’ budget.
there are many international agreements and initiatives
GBIF operates as a network of what it calls
in place to try to address this crisis. The two highest
‘participating nodes’— countries and data-holding
profile ones are the Convention on Biological Diversity
institutions from across the globe — who publish
and the Inter-governmental Science-policy Platform on
datasets through the GBIF portal. And because of the
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), but there
existing investment in the national bioinformatics
are many, many more initiatives that focus on sectoral
infrastructure, the National Biodiversity Data Centre
or thematic areas to address biodiversity loss. The key
is in a position to be able to function as Ireland’s GBIF
to tackling the global extinction crisis is documenting
Node. It is great to see that Ireland is one of the full
the biodiversity that we have, expanding the knowledge
voting participants, so that it can have a direct influence
base on how it is changing, and building the evidence
on the strategic direction of GBIF. Dr. Liam Lysaght,
base around how to stop its decline. These aims can only
Director of the National Biodiversity Data Centre, serves
be achieved by having an international infrastructure
as Head of Delegation for Ireland.  
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Map showing the distribution of
all animal observation in the GBIF database.

GBIF is a hugely valuable source of information on invasive
species such as Japanese knotweed (Fallopia japonica), which
has become a huge problem in northwestern Europe.

A generated global distribution map of
mosquito vectors from GBIF.

Through membership of GBIF, Ireland is part of a
dynamic open data science infrastructure, linking
countries, organisations, institutions and researchers
to create the world’s largest biodiversity database. It
maps not only data
in Ireland, between one published from
fifth and one quarter of Ireland, but also
includes Irish data
species are threatened
that may be held by
with extinction
other countries and
international organisations. The data generated by Irish
surveys and research can be seamlessly published to
GBIF, ensuring that any global analyses include Irish
data, and similarly, Irish researchers have access to
draw upon a global data resource for their needs. The
number of peer review articles that cite GBIF-mediated
data has increased steadily, year on year, and currently
there are, on average, two peer review articles published
each day which cite GBIF as a data source. These articles
cover a broad spectrum of research on themes such as
biodiversity and health, evolution and biogeography,
food and farming, impacts of climate change, invasive
alien species, and species conservation and protected
areas. More recently, the European Commission is
drawing on the GBIF network as a source of data to
inform policy and assist reporting on, for example,
invasive alien species.

Being part of the GBIF network means
that the National Biodiversity Data
Centre can benefit from developments in
Mosquito
the field of bioinformatics, and it ensures that
we operate to internationally recognised data publishing © Shutterstock
standards and operational best practice. As part of
the global network, it also allow us to benchmark our
progress against other nodes. In this context, Ireland
emerges as one of the exemplar nodes for bringing
added value to biodiversity by, for example, mobilising
data to inform decision-making, contributing to Red
Lists, reporting on invasive alien species and through
engagement on citizen science initiatives.

Ireland to host GBIF Governing
Board meeting in 2018
We are delighted that Ireland will host the next
Governing Board meeting of GBIF in Kilkenny from
October 15th to 18th, 2018. Kilkenny was chosen as the
venue for the meeting as it is the home of the Heritage
Council, who jointly fund the National Biodiversity
Data Centre. There will be a special public science
symposium on October 18th, highlighting the work
of GBIF and the National Biodiversity Data Centre.  
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Assessing the state
of Ireland’s wildlife
Dr Tomas Murray explains how the National Biodiversity Indicators give
Ireland’s biodiversity and biodiversity policy a well-needed annual check-up

W

hen it comes to our health, having
a routine check-up is a wise way
to keep an eye on how we’re doing
and, if an issue arises, how best to deal with
it. But when it comes to Irish nature, where
is its pulse and, even if we could find it, what
would be considered ‘healthy’? With 31,500
species and 140 terrestrial and aquatic habitats,
there will never be enough resources to monitor
them all. So what can we measure and which metrics
will best help us understand what’s driving changes?
Furthermore, when a national or international plan
is put in place to protect and restore biodiversity, how
should we measure its effectiveness?

Biodiversity Indicator
A biodiversity indicator reflects the current state, and change in
state, of biodiversity, and aims to provide a quantitative measure
based on verifiable data, which is objective, robust
and minimises the subjectivity inherent in other lines
of evidence.
Biodiversity indicators can be used to:
ĥĥ Track changes in biodiversity and understand
why it is changing;
ĥĥ Inform decision-makers on appropriate goals,
policies and actions to conserve and restore
biodiversity;
ĥĥ Raise awareness and provide a valuable resource
for the public on the status, trends, pressures
and conservation actions relating to biodiversity;
ĥĥ Both track and report on effectiveness of policy
decisions and actions taken nationally, and
benchmark progress towards regional and global
biodiversity targets.
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There are multiple lines of evidence from different
sources that can be drawn together to begin tackling
these questions, such as expert opinion, stakeholder
consultation and case studies. But, until recently, a key
and complimentary piece of the puzzle has been missing:
biodiversity indicators.
Since 2014, the National Biodiversity Data Centre
has worked with the Department of Culture, Heritage
and the Gaeltacht and 19 other governmental and nongovernmental organisations to develop, collate and
publish Ireland’s National Biodiversity Indicators.
Overall, it’s been quite challenging as an ideal set
of indicators needs to be broad enough to address
the full range of biodiversity issues, small enough
to be manageable, and simple enough to be applied
consistently and affordably over long periods of time.
The current indicators are structured around eight Focal
Areas, representing 33 Headline Indicators supported
by a total of 87 sub-indicators. If you’d like to take a look
at the 53 sub-indicators we’ve published so far, please
see our website: http://indicators.biodiversityireland.ie/

So what are the Biodiversity
Indicators telling us in 2017?
From this year onwards we will be
publishing an annual report on the status
and trends of our National Biodiversity
Indicators. Based on the eight Focal
Areas, some of the take-home messages
from this year’s report are:
Awareness of biodiversity:
Trends in the number of biodiversity-related
educational programmes and the public’s
appreciation for biodiversity are increasing, but the
level of interest in the print media or online activity
has remained relatively static.

Status of biodiversity:
Despite some stabilisation
of animal populations
protected under the EU
Habitats Directive, the
majority of terrestrial and
freshwater habitats are of
poor conservation status and
there have been few significant
changes in areas afforested with
native species.

Measures that mainstream biodiversity:
The level of compliance with the Urban Waste Water
Directive and development plans implementing a
Strategic Environmental Assessment is improving
in the short term, but there has been a decline in the
number of current Local Biodiversity Action Plans in
Local Authorities.

Benefits derived from biodiversity
and ecosystem services:
There is a significant knowledge gap in Ireland
regarding the rich variety of services provided by
natural areas and how they can be valued, monetarily
or otherwise, to effectively manage our landscapes.

Impacts on biodiversity outside of Ireland:
Ireland provides over €24 million in aid to developing
countries, but the absolute amount of aid has decreased,
and the proportion of aid allocated to biodiversity
protection has also declined.

Knowledge of Irish biodiversity:
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There have been significant gains in the long term in
the quantities of biological records being collected,
production of IUCN Red Lists and academic research
on Irish biodiversity being published.

The 2017 Status and Trends Report
published by the Data Centre

Threats to biodiversity:
There have been marked improvements in fish
kill incidences and soil pollution,
but pollution is still having a
significant impact on the majority
of protected species and habitats,
and the impact of invasive species
continues to grow.

Measures that safeguard
biodiversity:
The extent of nationally and
internationally designated
protected areas is increasing
in the long term, but despite
increasing legislation being
put in place, more management
and specific conservation plans are
required to improve the condition of
these areas.

To learn more about Ireland’s National
Biodiversity Indicators, please see:
http://indicators.biodiversityireland.ie
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BIODIVERSITY BEGINNERS

LICHENS
Author of Lichens of Ireland, Paul Whelan introduces what he calls the ‘Lilliputian
world of biodiversity’ that is Ireland’s Lichen flora.

A

t last count, Ireland’s lichen flora was close to
1,200 species (I use the term flora in the widest
sense of the word). Like all major species groups
or taxa, some are difficult to identify and others are
a little easier. The variety of growth forms of lichen
varies considerably, ranging from the crustose ‘stains’
seen on rocks and trees to the large leaf-like or foliose
types. Considerable size variation is also shown in the
group, ranging from just a few millimetres to tens of
centimetres in diameter. Two types of ‘fruiting’ bodies
are produced by lichens: the tiny perithecia (often a
single millimetre in diameter) that eject spores from a
full-stop-sized opening, to the larger, disc-like apothecia
that ooze spores from gelatinous sacs.
Lichens are fungi and belong to the Kingdom Fungi.
The bulk of the lichen body (90% to 95%) is composed
of thread-like fungal hyphae. These hyphae absorb
nutrients from the substrate. Fungal hyphae are masters
at growing into every nook and cranny they come across,
absorbing nutrients (dead or alive). This is possibly the
primary reason for their success in their free-living
forms (not lichens).
In lichens, the fungi live with a photosynthesising
partner. This is an evolutionary master stroke as the
lichen has accomplished the two main techniques of
acquiring energy under one roof: the absorption of premade food by the hyphae and the ability to manufacture
sugars by photosynthesis. This is an explanation for their
ubiquitous nature.
The photosynthetic organisms are either green
algae or cyanobacteria, referred to technically as the
photobiont. Whether they are kept as prisoners, slaves,
workmates or as friends by the hyphae should not
concern us here. Some mycologists even consider that
it is the photobiont that controls the fungal aspect of
the lichen. There is much to sort out regarding their
relationship.
So a lichen is composed of two or three different types
of organisms living together. Their naming follows that
of the fungus only. So in a lichen named Lobaria virens,
the name is that of the fungus; the photobiont or algae
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do not contribute to the name. Indeed, the naming of the
photobiont is difficult because of their tiny size and the
similarity of some species to another. Most lichenologists
know little or nothing about the photobiont. DNA
profiling will make this easier in the future.
I’d like to take the opportunity here to dispel the
idea that lichens only grow in unpolluted areas. This
is not so. It’s ‘fake news’. Some lichens love nitrate
pollution and abound in Ireland. I’m thinking of the
common Xanthoria parietina. Some like clean air devoid
of sulphurs and nitrates. I have in mind the Usnea
articulatata. Some will only grow at mine tips or on rocks
with a high concentration of metals. This variability in
their response to levels of pollution has had major effects
on lichen distribution in the country in the last 50 years.
Life as a lichenologist is difficult. Regardless of the
amount of study of their chosen group, they can rarely go
for a walk and name the species they see with confidence.
They hide behind the mantra ‘you’d need a microscope
to decide’. But it’s largely true. It’s also true that 80%
of lichens a beginner names are incorrect. This state
of inaccuracy can last a year or more, but it will drop
to 50% after that. None achieves 100% or even 90%.
Lichenologists can be very insecure in each other’s
company. Too many binomial names to remember,
too many species not yet seen. Worst of all, names are
changing a lot in the last 10 years, adding to confusion.
The common Opegrapha atra has been moved across to
the group Arthonia in the last few months so now it is
Arthonia atra. Many new names will be issued between
now and Christmas and taxonomy dictionaries will need
updating. The naming of butterflies or flowering plants
or birds is a doddle by comparison.
To dip your toe into the world of lichenology, I describe
here a few lichens that will be easy enough to identify
and their addition to the National Biodiversity Database
a very welcome step in understanding some aspects of
Ireland’s ecology. When trying to identify a lichen, keep
in mind that many species can look very different when
dry and when wet.

BIODIVERSITY BEGINNERS

FOUND TYPICALLY IN
CLEAN & WET AREAS:

Lobaria pulmonaria
This is one of our largest lichens,
green and leaf-like. The species name
‘pulmonaria’ refers to its lung-like
appearance (although I have never seen
a lung to be honest). It grows on trees.
Its distribution is of interest for various
reasons. For example, it is indicative of
ancient woodlands, it requires clean air,
high humidity or rainfall, and its sporeproducing structures appear after about
16 years if it is growing in its ideal habitat.
Lobaria pulmonaria is probably Ireland’s
fastest growing lichen. Expect to come
across it west of the river Shannon, but
it is found in other places also. I have
found it in woodlands in Co. Waterford
(but lacking apothecia). It is abundant
in Killarney. Records have come in from
Mayo and Donegal and even Tory Island
(growing on the ground!).

Lobaria virens

Usnea articulata

Fuscidea cyathoides

The thallus is hair-like. It grows pretty
large (some undisturbed specimens can
be a metre long) and the hair-like strands
look like a string of sausages. Needs very,
very clean air and high humidity. Found
along the wild Atlantic way. After storms
if can be found strewn across bogland (so
not in its own habitat).

Once seen, never to be forgotten! This
species is more ‘geographic’ than
Rhizocarpon geographicum itself. Known
as the ‘map lichen’, it often looks like a
map of Europe in a tapestry of rich brown
colours. The boundaries between the
‘countries’ are the edges of different
genetic variations of the species,
each laying claim to a portion of rock.
Typically found on hard silica-rich rocks.

FOUND TYPICALLY
IN UPLANDS:

Rhizocarpon geographicum
Cetraria islandica
Hill and mountain walkers will come
across this upland species. It’s the colour
of the horse-chestnut ‘conker’. Spiky and
angular, it cannot be misidentified when
seen, however it hides among mosses and
heather. It’s not very common, but if you
find it, chances are high you will find a
lot. I’ve come across it north of Clew Bay
and on the mountains around Leenane
and on the way to the ferry for Clare
Island.

Another lichen that hill walkers will
come across. It’s a crustose lichen that
looks like splashes of yellow paint on
exposed rock, typically on siliceous
rocks. It’s probably the slowest growing
lichen in Ireland.

Also large and leaf-like but rarer than
other Lobaria species. It too indicates
ancient Irish woodlands. It requires very
damp areas of constant high humidity
and/or rainfall. Found in abundance in
Killarney, especially around Torc. Trees
near the Torc Waterfall are covered in it
(beats ivy any day as a tree cover).

All photographs © Paul Whelan
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FOUND TYPICALLY ON
ROCKY SEASHORES:

COMMON AS MUCK:

SOMETHING SMALL
AND SOMETHING
RARE AS HEN’S TEETH:

Parmotrema perlatum
Ochrolechia parella
My favourite lichen name, its thallus is
off-white and can grow in large patches
covering tens of centimetres or small
circles a few centimetres in diameter.
Easy to identify because of its large
apothecia that often look like the white
tyres of stately vintage cars. Note that
the ‘tyres’ (apothecia) are white and
the thallus is the same white. This is an
identification feature. Snails and slugs
seem to love to feed on it, leaving levelled
apothecia with exposed photobiont and
spores.

Found growing as large discs on most
trees in parks. It’s a foliose species that
is grey when dry and greenish-grey when
wet. The defining characteristics are the
powdery edges to the wavy lobes. The
underside of a lobe is mostly jet black,
becoming a little tan-coloured near
the edge. Most foliose lichens need to
be examined underneath to secure an
identification.

Arthonia cinnabarina
For people who like to look at tiny things
(naturalists seem to be divided into two
‘types’: those who love to look at tiny
things and those who love the large),
this lichen fits the bill perfectly. It occurs
on smooth bark and measures just a
centimetre or so in diameter. Further,
the thallus is often immersed in the
bark, leaving just the spore-producing
apothecia on the bark. Despite those
characteristics, it is easy to identify once
you spot it as it takes on a cinnabar-red
colour when healthy.

Aspicilia calcarea

Ramalina siliquosa
Pale in colour, with a strap-like thallus
forming tufts on the rocks of the upper
seashore. Easy to identify because there
is nothing else on the seashore like it.
When dry, the tufts are brittle. Often
surrounded by a crustose lichen with
inky black apothecia called Tephromela
atra.

Looks like white paint splashed on
limestone walls and rocky outcrops.
Probably Ireland’s most common
limestone lichen. The edges of thalli
have a pleated appearance, the surface
is smooth, cracked and is dotted with
black apothecia.

Xanthoria parietina
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A large generally yellow lichen, foliose
in structure and thrives in areas of
eutrophication because of its love of
nitrates. Associated with farms because
of the use of nitrates. Frequently trees
near farmed areas are covered in
Xanthoria parietina. It grows rapidly in
the presence of nitrates, overgrowing
more delicate species. It’s considered a
weed in the world of lichens. Great for
dissecting to study lichen structure.

Teloschistes chrysophthalmus
Once voted the world’s most beautiful
lichen (on some website a few years ago),
It is indeed very beautiful, especially
when seen in damp weather. The
apothecia are flower-like with their
long eyelash-like cilia. It glows on misty
days. It has the same yellow colour as
Xanthoria parietina and indeed often
hides among it. I found some nice
specimens after storm Ophelia blew
down some branches of a local mature
oak tree (oaks are one of the richest
sources of lichen biodiversity in Ireland).

The mapping system Biodiversity Maps
provides access to data on Ireland’s
biodiversity. It is a shared service that brings
together data from both the public and
private sectors to help build the knowledge
base on what species occur where in Ireland.
It also showcases who the main holders of
biodiversity data and the national experts
on different taxonomic groups.
Currently, the systems maps 4.09 million
records of 15,946 species from 145 datasets.
The most recent datasets added to, or
updated, on Biodiversity Maps include:

New datasets
Chondrichthyans of Ireland Restricted
Records (20,350 records)
IWDG Chondrichthyan Database
(1,393 records)
Bee data - Don Cotton (1,141 records)
Bee data - Bees, Wasps, and Ants Recording
Society (GB): Irish data (748 records)

Updated datasets			
Leafminers of Ireland (35 records)
Irish Vascular Plant Data - Robert Northridge
(5,345 records)
Butterflies of Ireland (3,866 records)
Marine species distribution in Irish coastal
waters – Seasearch (3,575 records)
Moth Records of Ireland (1,353 records)
Online Atlas of vascular plants 2012-2020
(8,560 records)
Irish Butterfly Monitoring Scheme Database
(13,409 records)
Coastal and marine species (21 records)
Amphibian and Reptiles of Ireland
(129 records)
Mammals of Ireland 2016-2025 (353 records)
Biodiversity records from Ireland – general
(2,138 records)
Syrphids of Ireland (6 records)
Birds of Ireland (1,863 records)
Bees of Ireland (13,851 records)

To view the datasets and records,
visit Biodiversity Maps at http://maps.
biodiversityireland.ie/. The Data Centre
is currently working on an upgrade of
the mapping system, moving away from
Silverlight technology. The new system
should be released in early 2018.
Since the beginning of June, more than
38,000 records were submitted to the
Data Centre through the new citizen
science portal. For a small country with an
even smaller recorder base, this is a huge
recording effort. Thanks to everyone who
has contributed records – they are greatly
appreciated.

Bees
2017 has been a very good year, with
around 2,500 new records being added to
the national bee database so far. We’ve had
new populations of the Tawny mining bee
(Andrena fulva). That’s the lovely springflying solitary bee that reappeared from
extinction in 2012. We’ve also had new
populations of the most recent solitary bee
to arrive in Ireland. The Wool Carder bee
(Anthidium manicatum) was recorded for
the first time in Ireland, in Wexford, in 2015.
Records this year show it spreading around
the county. John Fogarty also recorded from
Co. Kilkenny for the first time in 2017.
The most exciting news to report this
year is the arrival of a new bumblebee! The
Tree Bumblebee (Bombus hypnorum) was
spotted in September in St. Stephen’s Green
(Dublin) by Michael O’Donnell. Arriving in
southern England from France in 2001, the
Tree Bumblebee has rapidly spread by over
50 km per year across Britain and has now
finally crossed the Irish Sea. We are very
excited because we are going to be the first
country in Europe that can track the impact
of this new bumblebee due to the fact that
we have an already established bumblebee
monitoring scheme.
The Tree Bumblebee is a common and
widespread species in continental Europe,
and its rapid spread throughout Britain
and now into Ireland is believed to be due

to its unique approach to nesting. Unlike
most bumblebee species which make their
nests at ground level, in long grass or in old
abandoned rodent nests, Tree Bumblebees
nest in holes in trees or other similar
structures and are commonly found in
empty bird boxes. The National Biodiversity
Data Centre is encouraging everyone to look
out for Tree Bumblebees to help map their
progress in Ireland. The Tree Bumblebee has
a black head, a fuzzy ginger-brown thorax,
a black abdomen and a white tail.
Some of our solitary bees nest in
small groups or aggregations. To help
track progress within the All-Ireland
Pollinator Plan, 2017 saw the launch of
a small scheme that aims to monitor
a selection of those nest sites. Where
volunteers know of a nesting area, this
scheme asks them to count the number

The Tree Bumblebee (Bombus
hypnorum). © Michael O’Donnell
of active nest holes once a year. Huge
thanks to all those who took part in 2017.
We received data on 14 Andrena cineraria
nests, 6 Halictus rubicundus nests and
individual data from another 6 solitary
bee species. The record goes to Joanna
Hodghton who recorded almost 2,000
Andrena cineraria nests from one site in Co.
Wexford! Hopefully we can build on this
positive start and get more solitary bee
nesting areas into this monitoring scheme
next year.
Dr Úna FitzPatrick
National Biodiversity Data Centre
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Butterflies
This was the first year of the Butterfly
Atlas 2021 and we’ve been delighted with
the response from our recorders. At the
end of last year, 397 people submitted
5,300 butterfly records to the Data
Centre, with another 13,500 records from
the Irish Butterfly Monitoring Scheme.
So far this year, our network of butterfly
recorders has grown to 563 and we’ve
received over 10,500 records, in addition
to the 14,600 records from the Five Visit
and Butterfly Monitoring Schemes! This
is an unprecedented level of butterfly
recording in Ireland and with our partners
in Butterfly Conservation Ireland, Butterfly
Conservation Northern Ireland, National
Parks and Wildlife Service and the Northern
Ireland Environment Agency, the Butterfly
Atlas 2021 is well on its way to becoming
a landmark study in supporting butterfly
conservation in Ireland.
In parallel to the jump in butterfly
recording, we’ve also had a slew of notable
records, not least of which are records of
rare migrants. The first, a Camberwell
Beauty, probably made its way from either
Scandinavia or mainland Europe, and was
spotted and photographed by Valerie and
Chris Keddy on July 27th in Baldoyle, Co.
Dublin. This species is also found in North
America (where it’s known as ‘Mourning
Cloak’!), along with the next rare migrant
record: a Monarch butterfly recorded by
John Lavery on September 18th in Listowel,
Co. Kerry. Known for its spectacular
migrations from Mexico to as far north
as Canada, this species has successfully
colonised the Canaries and southern Spain.
However, when Irish records coincide with
birds from the same region being blown off
course by residual hurricanes, then it does
suggest this butterfly originated in North
America.
It has also been a good year for those
species that have transitioned from being
migrant to resident species here, with
populations of Comma across
transects in the Butterfly
Monitoring Scheme in the
south
and east
increasing
their numbers
by over
120%
t h i s
year. Their
populations
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Grayling, recorded by Kevin Collins in
August, in the gravel pits of Bohernagore,
Co. Tipperary.

still include a mix of migrant and resident
individuals, but with two increasingly
distinct generations emerging from records
and transects, the number of residents
certainly seems to be on the increase.
Likewise for another new resident, the Essex
Skipper - it continues to slowly colonise Co.
Wexford, with three new locations for the
species found this year. Finally, through the
diligent recording of Kevin Collins, Grayling
was recorded again on August 16th in the
gravel pits of Bohernagore, Co. Tipperary,
for the first time since 1968. This site has
been revisited for this species over the years
and, given its rarity in this part of Ireland,
it’s fantastic to know it can still recolonise
these habitats.
At the time of writing, the Irish Butterfly
Monitoring season has just ended and
records are still winging their way in from
recorders, but initial estimates from twothirds of the sites are that 2017 was largely
similar (total counts <5% below) to 2016.
As for the ‘winners’ this year, Green-veined
White, Wood White, Grayling and Red
Admiral counts are up >30% on last year.
Whereas many ‘smalls’ suffered this year
with counts down by >20%: Small Copper
(very poor 1st generation), Small Heath,
Small Tortoiseshell, Small White, as well
as Common Blue, Dark Green Fritillary
and Green Hairstreak. Once all records
are in, we’ll have a more detailed picture
across species. Founded in 2007, 2008
was the first monitoring season in the Irish
Butterfly Monitoring Scheme making 2017
its 10th year. With 10 years of monitoring,
the detailed analysis and report early next
year will be a significant benchmark for the
Irish Butterfly Monitoring Scheme and a
testament to the passion and dedication
of everyone who has made the scheme so
successful over the years.

Camberwell Beauty, spotted in July by Valerie
and Chris Keddy at Baldoyle, Co. Dublin.

Finally, for those species now sadly too
rare or at too low densities to be consistently
detected by our ‘main’ schemes, 2017 saw
the continued expansion of the All-island
Marsh Fritillary Monitoring Scheme from
43 to 47 sites. Greatly facilitated by the
success of Butterfly Conservation Northern
Ireland in securing EU INTERREG CoOperation Across Borders for Biodiversity
funding, there will be increasing all-island
collaboration on monitoring and habitat
management for Marsh Fritillaries across
the border regions, with enormous potential
for expanding the programme elsewhere.
Similarly, in partnership with Butterfly
Conservation Ireland and the Irish Peatland
Conservation Council, the first trials of a
Large Heath Monitoring Scheme were
undertaken this year, with additional trials
to be rolled out next year before launching
the programme in 2019. And lastly, driven by
Brian O’Connor in the Wexford Naturalists’
Field Club, a detailed study of comparative
monitoring methodologies and habitat
use by Essex Skipper was completed this
autumn and will form the basis of future
monitoring programmes for this distinctive,
and expanding, group of butterflies.
Dr Tomás Murray
National Biodiversity Data Centre
http://www.biodiversityireland.ie/recordbiodiversity/surveys/butterflyatlas/
http://www.biodiversityireland.ie/recordbiodiversity/surveys/butterfly-monitoringscheme/

one of these, D. flavilinea, was found in
abundance on birch at Craigavon, Co.
Armagh, in July. This species was formerly
a Sicilian endemic but it has spread
throughout Europe since about 1970. It
follows the addition of Deraeocoris ruber to
the Irish list in 2015.
Dr Brian Nelson
National Parks and Wildlife Service

Sea Lamprey

Deraeocoris flavilinea, Craigavon Lakes,
Co Armagh, 16 July 2017, new to Ireland.
© Brian Nelson

Shieldbugs and other
true bugs
Many recorders have been using the
online recording system to add shieldbug
records to the Irish database and many
new county records have been produced.
A sincere thanks to all of you, and please
continue to do so. I have been prompting
records from counties that still have gaps
and this has also produced results. For
example, Heather Bothwell was able to add
three shieldbugs – Bronze, Troilus luridus;
Hawthorn, Acanthosoma haemorrhoidale;
and Birch, Elasmostethus interstinctus – to fill
the gaps for these in Co Cavan. Thanks to
records like this, 2017 marked a milestone,
with Hawthorn Shieldbug recorded from
each Irish county. The abundance of haws
in Irish hedgerows, visible since July, makes
recording this species relatively easy.
Searching for just a few minutes in Leitrim
and Tyrone last week, produced records
from the final two counties that lacked
records.
In truth, Hawthorn Shieldbug has probably
always been present throughout Ireland,
it just needed someone to look for it.
Some shieldbugs have certainly moved
north in recent decades as recording
reveals. The most obvious has been
Green Shieldbug, Palomena prasina, which
has, within two years of appearing in my
garden in Co. Armagh, become a common
resident and something I can find with
little effort. The species is also common
in many of the sites I collect in regularly.
This northward spread has been apparent

across the northern half of Ireland and the
species is now only absent from the northwestern counties. Another northwardmoving species is the Hairy Shieldbug,
Dolycoris baccarum, but this has not
reached as far north as Green. It is also a
less adaptable species requiring areas of
flower-rich habitat.
A new shieldbug to Ireland was reported
this year from an allotment in Dublin. This is
Southern Green Shieldbug, Nezara viridula.
This species originates from Ethiopia but is
now found worldwide and in some areas it
can be a pest. It has become established
in the London area and it may also now
be in Dublin. Nymphs were seen in the
allotment but were destroyed so whether
it established is unknown as yet.
New species of true bug continue to be
found in Ireland. In 2016, the groundbug
Nysius cymoides was discovered in Co.
Antrim on Lough Neagh. Nysius cymoides is
an obscure species that feeds (it is thought)
on crucifers and the initial opinion was that
the Lough Neagh record was a vagrant,
until I happened on one in Co. Down in
August this year. It is
perhaps living undetected
in fields of rape. Bugs of
the genus Nysius appear
prone to moving to new
areas as species have
suddenly appeared in
Europe in recent decades
but these have not made
it to Ireland yet. Similarly
species of Deraeocoris have
become well-established
in northern Europe and

Sea lampreys return to Irish rivers during
May and June to spawn, often migrating
long distances upriver in order to seek
suitable habitat in which to excavate their
nests. This is the culmination of a complex
life cycle which sees this ancient species
spending up to six years in freshwater silt
deposits as worm-like, filter-feeding larvae,
before undergoing metamorphosis into a
sea-going adult stage. During this marine
phase the sea lamprey will externally
parasitize a broad range of fish and marine
mammal species, attaching and rasping at
the flesh with its sucker mouth and teeth.
After two years of feeding at sea, the
adults, now measuring as much as 80cm
in length, make their way back to freshwater,
attracted to pheromones produced by their
larvae. Nests are excavated in shallow fastflowing stretches of river. The sucker mouth
is used to drag away larger stones whilst
smaller gravels and sediments are ejected
by vigorous tail-fanning. Nest building is
initiated by males, in turn attracting females
who help to complete the task. The end
product is a circular bowl-like depression,
typically 1m in diameter and 40-50cm deep,
within which the pair will spawn, with the
ejected substrate forming a tailings mound
immediately downstream of the nest. The
freshly dug nest and discarded tailings
are highly visible against the surrounding
undisturbed river bed.
Sea Lamprey, River Barrow.
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Sea lamprey can be viewed nest-building
and spawning at a number of locations
nationwide, for instance the Mulkear River
at Annacotty, Co. Limerick; the River Nore
at Thomastown, Co. Kilkenny; the River
Fergus in Ennis, Co. Clare; and the River Suir
in Clonmel, Co. Tipperary. These sites, as
well as several other locations, comprise
spawning ‘hotspots’ which are monitored
annually by the Research Division of Inland
Fisheries Ireland. The sea lamprey is an
Annex II listed species under the EU Habitats
Directive and as such their populations
and status require ongoing monitoring
by all member states. Populations are
threatened by the presence of manmade
barriers to upstream migration, pollution,
degradation of habitat and loss of eggs
and juveniles to increasingly frequent flood
events. IFI’s ‘hotspot’ surveying contributes
in part to Ireland’s monitoring obligations.
Further information is contained in our
annual reports, available to download at
http://www.fisheriesireland.ie/Projects/
habitats-directive-and-red-data-book-fishspecies.html
At a number of our reference sites we are
aided by the observations of local residents
who record the progress of the annual
spawning run, from first appearance through
to cessation of activity. The involvement
of Citizen Scientists is encouraged and all
observations are gratefully accepted. After
successfully migrating upriver, surmounting
obstacles and avoiding predators along
the way, spawning is now the last act for

Adult sea lamprey being measured at Listowel.

Sea Lamprey nests, Sixmilebridge,
Co. Limerick.
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BirdWatch Ireland have
received many calls
from people lamenting
the demise of their
Swallow ‘colonies’:
barns and outbuildings
that used to have 5-10
pairs of Swallows now
supporting just one or
two. © Dan Singer

these fish, all of whom will die within days
thereafter, having hopefully ensured the
next generation of sea lamprey.

bounced back from ‘near extinction’ during
the severe/snowy winters of 2009/2010
and are relatively common once more.

Dr Sean Rooney
Inland Fisheries Ireland

Moving to the coast, how have our seabirds
fared in summer 2017? The Little Terns at
Kilcoole, Co. Wicklow, did not mind the
cool spring, starting to nest much earlier
than usual (first nests found May 14th) and
fledged young were seen as early as June
23rd. Overall, the colony had a productive
season, with 141 pairs (about the same
as last year) and maybe as many as 200
young fledged. Soon after these young
birds fledged, along with their parents, they
started moving about the Irish Sea quite
rapidly, visiting other tern conservation

Birds
The ash trees are yellowing and the air is
cooler, so autumn is upon us. But what of the
summer and breeding season just passed?
Certainly not a memorable one for wearing
shorts and showing off suntans, though I
think our resident ‘countryside and garden’
birds found conditions favourable. During
my 11km bicycle transect, to and from the
office, I was pleasantly surprised by large
numbers of adult Blackbirds, Song Thrushes
and Robins collecting loads of invertebrates
to feed to young, in and out of the nest, over
a long season starting in April. In addition,
Long-tailed Tits and Goldfinches could
be heard everywhere, but my feeling is
Blackcaps and Whitethroats were much
less numerous, and these species and other
migrants found it rather cool on arrival in
later April and May and they made a
fairly slow start to nesting. Many people
have been contacting BirdWatch Ireland
lamenting the demise of their Swallow
‘colonies’: barns and outbuildings that used
to have 5-10 pairs of Swallows now support
one or two. We will have to wait for the
analysis of the 2017 Countryside Bird Survey
results to see if these casual observations
show up as significant and widespread
trends. Even without official statistics,
Greenfinches seem to be declining rapidly
but Stonechats and Grey Wagtails have

An Irish colour-ringed Little Tern juvenile
photographed by Solange Arzel in Brittany,
France, a few weeks after leaving Kilcoole this
summer. © Solange Arzel

project sites where their colour-rings were
‘read’. Some (up to 5 or 6) turned up at
Baltray, Co. Louth, a colony-site where
Little Terns have failed to nest in the last
two years and rather more went to North
Wales, to Gronant in Denbighshire where
16 juveniles were recorded. Subsequently,
one or two were seen in south Devon,

the Solent (Hampshire) and then Brittany,
well on the way to the West African winter
quarters. In another east coast tern project
at Rockabill, Co. Dublin, we were able to use
EU-LIFE funds to apply 20 geolocator tags
to Roseate Terns. On recapture next spring
these tracking devices should show us
exactly where they have been since leaving
the Irish Sea. Exciting times lie ahead.
Dr Stephen Newton
BirdWatch Ireland

Terrestrial Mammals
I spent one day behind the National Parks
and Wildlife Service stand at the National
Ploughing Championships in September.
The flow of human life passing us was
endless and engaging. We had queries
about SACs, debates about pine martens,
stories about barn owls, enquiries about
woodlands, jokes about bats, and loads
of people who just seemed to be there
for the pencils and canvas bags! One
thing that struck me this year was the
concern voiced by numerous people
from all corners of the country about

the decline in rabbit numbers.
Are rabbits really in decline? Declines
have been documented elsewhere. In
the UK, rabbit haemorrhagic disease and
myxomatosis have been implicated in the
periodic drops in numbers, but the most
recent reports suggest that a recovery
is underway. In its native range in Iberia,
the rabbit has declined by up to 80% in
the last 50 years. Habitat loss is also a
concern there. The rabbit is listed as Near
Threatened in the IUCN’s European Red
List. Its population decline in Spain has
had serious consequences for a number
of rare top predators such as Iberian Lynx
and Imperial Eagle, which feed almost
exclusively on rabbit.
But back to Ireland, what is the status
of the species here? Some consider the
rabbit a pest and it can certainly reach pest
numbers locally. However, as in Iberia, the
rabbit is an important
element of the food
web in Ireland.
Our last Red List of
Mammals (2009)
assessed it as ‘least

concern’. The 2016 Mammal Atlas showed
a healthy distribution in the south and
east, with more sparsely scattered records
elsewhere. At the time, we thought this
skewed distribution might partly have
been a reflection of recording effort and
that the animal was likely to be more
widespread generally. But now these new
reports of decline have come in. On the
other hand, we know that the rabbit, like
other lagomorphs, demonstrates a boom
and bust type population pattern. Perhaps
we are simply witnessing something of a
bust at the moment?
I’m going to start keeping a particular look
out for rabbits. It would be great if you could
keep an eye out for them too. And don’t
forget to submit any records you collect to:
http://www.biodiversityireland.ie/. This is a
species where data from citizen scientists
can be considered reliable and robust and
your records would help us to confirm
whether or not we have a temporary blip
or a real problem on our hands.
Dr Ferdia Marnell
National Parks and Wildlife Service

Marine Mammals and
Basking Sharks

In its native range in Iberia, the rabbit has declined by up
to 80% in the last 50 years. © Mike Brown

During the reporting period April to
September 2017, IWDG received and
validated almost 1,000 sighting records,
comprising 12 species, including basking
shark. In order of frequency of sightings,
these were: harbour porpoise (172
sightings/ 21%), bottlenose dolphin (131),
minke whale (116), common dolphin (103),
humpback whale (97), Risso’s dolphin
(34), fin whale (23), pilot whale (4), killer
whale (3), sperm whale (2) and bowhead/
northern right whale (1).
IWDG validated 47 basking shark sighting
records, which is the lowest number of
records for the planet’s second biggest fish,
in the past decade. So if you have sighting
records of basking sharks from this season,
please do forward them to IWDG, as we do
make an exception for this species which we
consider to be something of an ‘honorary
whale’.
In our report covering the same period
in 2016, we were delighted to be able to
share the news of Ireland’s first record of a
bowhead whale on May 29th 2016, at the
mouth of Carlingford Lough, Co. Down/
Louth. It now looks like this was unlikely to
be a once-off event, as a whale watching
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A striped dolphin, Stenella coeruleoalba, being
removed from Ballinglanna, Clonakilty Bay,
Co. Cork, for post mortem, July 21st 2017.
© Pádraig Whooley

trip out of Reen Pier, West Cork, observed
a whale near the Stag Rocks on April 17th
2017, which on further analyses of images
was almost certainly another bowhead
whale. Due to the distant nature of the
images, it was not possible to be certain
whether this was a different animal or a
repeat visit by this individual to our waters.
Another rare Arctic vagrant to visit us this
summer was a bearded seal which was
photographed hauled up on the banks of
Timoleague Estuary, Co. Cork, on August
4th. This was the third Irish record of this
species. Clearly Arctic species are on the
move south.

Post-Mortem Scheme
The Irish Whale and Dolphin Group (IWDG)
have been working in collaboration with
the Regional Veterinary Laboratories of
the Department of Agriculture (RVL) and
the Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology
(GMIT) to carry out a cetacean postmortem scheme on behalf of the Marine
Institute and NPWS. Utilising the IWDG’s
well established strandings scheme, which
began in 1991, submitted stranding records
of animals which fit the project criteria
(i.e. good-moderate condition, target
species) are collected and brought to the
RVL in Cork City for examination by a
qualified veterinarian in order to determine
cause of death. The aim of the project is to
conduct standardized laboratory necropsies
of a targeted number of common and striped
dolphins, as well as harbour porpoises.
From these necropsy examinations,
veterinarians from the RVL, with the
aid of biologists from GMIT and IWDG,
generate detailed case history reports for
each animal, documenting details of the
animal’s initial examination, as well as the

results of any tests such as bacteriology and
histology and any other significant findings.
Samples collected during the necropsies
will be stored and may be used to facilitate
a variety of future investigations of marine
mammal ecology. This is Ireland’s first postmortem scheme and has the potential to
greatly increase our understanding of the
cause of strandings, as well as the general
health and ecology of cetaceans in Ireland.
Pádraig Whooley,
Sightings Coordinator,
& Stephanie Levesque, Cetacean
Necropsy Scheme Project Coordinator,
Irish Whale and Dolphin Group

Vascular plants
What a busy season it’s been for botanists!
Below are just a few interesting finds from
across the BSBI recorder network.
The botanical season really kicked off with
the really successful five-day recording event
on the beautiful Dingle peninsula in early
June. This attracted over 45 participants,
who collectively gathered almost 6,000
records, from across 17 hectads (10x10
km squares)! What a great achievement!
Some highlights from the two organisers,
Rory and myself: Rory says ‘The plant of
the #KerryBSBIevent for me was Saxifraga
rosacea (Irish Saxifrage). It was looking
wonderful on Mount Brandon.’ For me, my
first finding of Killarney Fern (Trichomanes
speciosum) sporophyte turned out to be a
new location for it, and so was made doubly

exciting! Jessica, one of our most active
members, and joint leader of the Kerry BSBI
Local Group, noted the following upland
plants as standing out for her from the event:
Oxyria digyna (Mountain sorrel), Sedum
rosea (Roseroot), Alchemilla alpina (Alpine
Lady’s-Mantle), Polystichum lonchitis (Holly
Fern), Carex bigelowii (Stiff sedge), Ireland’s
smallest tree - Salix herbacea (Dwarf Willow)
and Persicaria vivipara (Alpine bistort). What
a list of specialist plants! Attendees on the
BSBI ‘rough crew’ events were particularly
spoiled I think!
In the lowlands, and also in early June,
BSBI member Eamonn Delaney made an
exciting find of Fen Violet (Viola persicifolia)
near Shrule in Mayo, at only its fifth known
site in the county. Well done Eamonn for
spotting that.
In July, Lisa Dowling, BSBI vice-county
recorder for Carlow, spotted an unusual
plant in her front yard. While the species
itself isn’t rare, it certainly is not a typical
plant to find in Carlow! It was Buck’s-horn
Plantain, Plantago coronopus, and in Ireland
at least, it is usually quite strictly confined
to coastal areas. Let’s see if this particular
plant survives! And let’s see if it’s the first
of many to make the move inland, like its
counterparts in lowland England.
Paul Green (and now a host of others
whom he has enthused) has been blazing a
trail around the Irish coast recording Atriplex
species, otherwise known as ‘Oraches’.
These are chiefly coastal plants, though
some grow inland, and late in the season

Early Orache, Atriplex praecox, a new species for Ireland. © Paul Green
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Bryophytes

Early Orache, Atriplex praecox, new species for
Ireland, showing habitat. © Paul Green

Fen Violet, Viola persicifolia, an uncommon
species in Mayo. © Eamonn Delaney

It has been a relatively quiet year for
bryophytes, so far, after the flurry of
exciting new records in the last couple of
years. However, there has been important
progress on the IUCN European Red List
of Bryophytes, which is part of the LIFE
European Red List project. One of the aims
of this project is to assess the extinction
risk of all native bryophyte species in
Europe (about 1,800 species). A number of
workshops have been held, where bryophyte
species were assessed by groups of experts.
The National Botanic Gardens (with NPWS)
hosted a four-day workshop in April for this
project. More details are available at http://
eccbbryo.nhmus.hu/IUCN_ECCB and on the
IUCN website https://www.iucn.org/regions/
europe/projects/life-european-red-lists. The
draft species accounts for the Red List
have now been finished and are currently
being peer-reviewed by independent

bryologists. The last Red Data Book of
European Bryophytes was published in
1995, so it will be very interesting to see
what changes there have been. More locally,
we will soon be starting our autumn/ winter
programme of Irish Bryophyte outings.
We will have field meetings in a range of
locations (including a weekend in Co. Mayo),
but the main focus will be on Co. Wicklow.
This is because we are starting to record for
a Bryophyte Flora of Co. Wicklow. There are
no recent bryophyte floras for any county
in Ireland, so this will be an exciting longterm project. Please contact Joanne Denyer
(joanne@denyerecology.com), or visit the Irish
bryophyte Facebook page, if you would like
a copy of the Irish bryophyte group winter
field programme 2016-2017 or wish to be
put on the group email list.
Dr Joanne Denyer
joanne@denyerecology.com

Irish Saxifrage, Saxifraga rosacea, Rory’s no 1
find from the #KerryBSBIevent. © Rory Hodd

is the best time to record them. Not only
has Paul helped increase recording of
this tricky group in general, in particular
by recording little known hybrids, he has
also found a species new for Ireland - Early
Orache, Atriplex praecox. He first spotted the
species in early August on Valentia Island in
Kerry – a surprising distance from its known
stronghold of western Scotland, and he has
since found it in Wexford also.
As usual, this is far from a comprehensive
round-up, rather it gives a flavour of the
interesting plants that people encountered.
Thanks to all for sharing their finds, and get
in touch any time if you have questions, want
to know more, or if you have finds to report!

Didymodon maximus. The Dartry Mountains in Ireland are the only site in
Europe where this species is found. © Joanne Denyer

Maria Long
Irish Officer at Botanical Society
of Britain and Ireland
Petalophyllum ralfsii - the largest Irish colonies support millions of thalli and are believed
to be the biggest populations in the world. © Joanne Denyer
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Shop
‘Ireland’s
Biodiversity’

Our ‘Ireland’s Biodiversity’ series of swatches
are pocket-size, field-friendly, beautifully
illustrated guides on the identification
of shieldbugs, ladybirds, bumblebees,
dragonflies, butterflies, trees and shrubs.
A must-have for anyone with an interest in
our native wildlife.

The Data Centre’s
other publications,
including the Atlas of
Mammals in Ireland 2010-2015,
The Stonefly (Plecoptera) of Ireland and the
Identification Guide to Ireland’s Grasses are
also available from our online shop.

To purchase, visit www.biodiversityireland.ie/shop
or phone 051-306240 for bulk order enquiries.

